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Abstract. Although the construction industry, in contrast to the stationary
industry, is characterized by One of a Kind fabrication, there can be found similarities in project, product, process and organizational structures. The focus of
this paper is to identify relationships, roles and model types, which are often
needed in a specific project context and summarize these similarities by the use
of a collaboration ontology providing for Multi-Model logistics. Reference
models on the one side and a model to describe the project context on the other
side should ensure that all partners retrieve precisely situation-specific selections of the application models which are necessary for their tasks. Furthermore,
a pilot scenario is presented, which evaluate this approach on an Azure Cloud
collaboration platform. As a result, we obtain an approach, which allows simplified handling and reuse of complex project-, product- and collaborationmodels in order to support the collaboration within a virtual Organization in
Construction Industry.
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1

Introduction

In History of the construction industry, always separate independent organizations of
different domains and disciplines joined together in various short-term forms of organisation to combine their core competencies for handling of large and complex
construction projects [1]. To allow a collaborative partnership with cooperative aspects, it is necessary to set up transparent rules for cooperation with clearly defined
competencies, rights and duties of the participants, therefore various project-specific
organizational, process and product models are necessary. Organizational models
have evolved from tayloristic, hierarchical organizational structures towards to new
forms of organization, like Virtual Organization, Collaborative Networked Organization or VO Breeding Environments as can found in [2]. For the definition of
organizational roles in the building industry, there are several classifications
developed, such as IFC-Actor roles [3] and OmniClass [4]. For the modelling of processes it is essential if there are predominantly material or information-transforming
processes. For both process model types a variety of methods, languages and notations have been developed, here a detailed summary is given in [5]. In our Work we
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focus on information transforming processes. To facilitate the representation and exchange of product information, data product models are an efficient way and in the
course of time, they have evolved from the pure 2D drawings with small reuse value
to rich building information models (a detailed summary is given in [6]). The current
trend is concerned with modeling of implicit dependencies between different and
inhomogeneous elementary models in the form of so-called Multi-Models (see chapter 2.2).
Although AEC is typically characterized by an One of a Kind fabrication, there can
be found similarities in organizational, process and product structures, because a construction process is a repeated but mostly not identical course of action, while a construction product is a unique composition of common construction processes [5].
Similarities can be found by comparison of model metadata. Therefore the focus of
this paper is the use of such implicit similarities to support project collaboration. With
the help of ontologies dynamic entity centric context models [7] (actor, process and
product context) should be generated, which summarize the information obtained by
crosslinking the metadata. It is expected that with the help of such a context model
significantly more context-specific collaboration possibilities can be determined.
In chapter 2 the developed project collaboration ontology is described and the generation of the context model is presented in Chapter 3. The last paragraph summarizes
the results and gives a short outlook.

2

Project Collaboration Ontology

The Fundamental idea of the Project Collaboration Ontology is a generic formal description of organisation, process and product information to enable the utilization in
a framework of integrated processes. Thereby Collaboration includes all the process
and product related activities between entities (actors, processes and products), whose
common goal is the creation of a product (or service) [9]. Basic elements of
collaboration are coordination; communication and cooperation (see also [10]). For
the representation of the entities we orient on the Semantic Web approach [11] and
expand all entities with descriptive, machine-readable metadata, organized in ontologies, which are defined in [12] as “a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization”. This allows automated interpretation, evaluation and processing of information and enables us to extract the implicit knowledge, which can represent similarities. Thereby Ontologies stores concepts as well instances [13]. The concepts consist of classes of descriptive properties with cardinality, transitivity and symmetry
qualities. Each property has a definition range and a set of values, distinguishing here
between data type properties, representing simple Data types and class properties,
which map classes to other and can be organized in hierarchical structures. Ontology
containers can be evaluated through description logic algorithms used by Reasoner,
for example RACER [14] or JESS [15]. Another important advantage is the
possibility to integrate other ontologies. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the used
Project Collaboration Ontology integrating various ontologies necessary for the con-
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text determination, as as described below. If several Organizations joining collaboration the same underlying concepts and terminology has to be used.

Fig. 1. Project Collaboration Ontology (PCO)

The Purpose of the Construction Core Ontology on the top is to define concepts and
relationships between them, used in the construction domain. More information about
this core ontology can be found in [17].
(1) The scope of the Organisation Ontology is describing the actors, rules of their
collaboration as well as roles and permissions of a virtual Organization in an organizational model. In our approach, we use an organisational model, which closely follows the IFC standard [3] mapping the competences of involved partners to roles,
which consist of permissions on product model types (e.g. multi-model types, defined
in the construction core ontology). Such permissions may also be required for the
execution of processes. The distinction between potential roles (competences) and
current user roles, as described in [18] will be neglected here.
(2) Reusable Processes can be depicted as Configurable Reference Process Models
(CRPM) as described in [5]. In our scenario we use Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) [19] for the representation of common reference processes, which
specify used resources, produced results and necessary permissions. Such Reference
Processes are stored in the Process Ontology and can have a large number of attributes. Important for our scenario is the description of in- and output models as well as
necessary actor-permissions.
(3) The basic idea of the Product Ontology is the description of product model instances and templates for a better assignment of actors and processes. Eessential with
the use of product models are the knowledge of their dependencies. For this requirement in the German research project Mefisto [20] the multi-model approach was developed, which provides the externalization of implicit relationship of semantically
and structurally inhomogeneous models. The Multi-Model was transferred in a multimodel container (MMC) which contains a generic link model, describing the relationships between models elements together with the application models, described by
metadata (more information is given by Fuchs in [21]). Reference models can be described by multi-model templates (MMT), which consist of partly filled MMC with
metadata about the required application models [22]. Considering the different skills
and tasks of the involved actors, it is not necessary for them to know all product models in every technical detailing. Therefore MMCs may consist of a task depending set
of various application models, described as MMT. Input models, required for the
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instantiation of processes and their output models are specified as multi-model templates.

3

The Derivation of the Context Model

Entity models cannot capture all the relationships between the entities of a construction project that affect collaboration processes. Some dependencies are beyond the
scope of the reference templates (e.g. process patterns or MMTs), but can help to
identify exceptions or conflicts. Therefore a context model to characterize the
considered project situation is necessary, as described in [23]. Several context models
for every entity type can be considered. As example we show the generation of the
actor-context model, which should specify the available collaboration options for an
actor to instantiate processes, use existing models or create new models in the current
state of all project entities. As the actor context model reflects the relationship information of this actor to other entities, their structure follows the main aspects of the
derived entity ontologies. In our case, the actor context model consists of relationship
information from this actor to processes, to multi-models and to other actors. The
generation of the context model occurs in three steps (see Fig.2) as described below:

Fig. 2. Context model determination in three steps
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(1) Permission determination: To determine utilizable processes and product models it is necessary in a first step, to collect actor roles with their permissions. The explicit permissions are determined from the actor instance of the organization ontology. If roles are organized hierarchic (e.g. OmniClass Organizational Roles [4]) so
explicitly assigned roles (e.g. 34-251100 Space Designer) includes also implicit roles
(e.g. 34-250000 Interior Designer). The same can apply for permissions: From a write
permission can be derived the read permission, which can be necessary to start a
process. It should be noted that the permission accumulation of roles should correspond to specific conditions (e.g. Separation of Duty [24]). To generate the extended
permissions list, the organization ontology is evaluated by an ontology Reasoner who
can derives further facts, either from the description of the organisation structure as
well as from the instance data.
(2) Resource determination: In the Resource ontology explicit process templates
are specified by their metadata. The semantic and structure of these metadata can be
used to evaluate similarities, dependencies and inheritance structures. In our example,
we limit ourselves to four class attributes: Domain, Project Phase, Level of Detail and
Status, whose structure and vocabulary is defined in the construction core ontology.
In step two, the structure of the metadata can now be used to inflate the object space
of the product model templates (MMT). For example, a MMT has the domain attribute “BIM.BES.LBS”, project phase "tender preparation", the Level of Detail value
“5” (fine) and the status “beta”, it can shortly described as follows:
MMT(BIM.BES.LBS, tender preparation, LoD 5, status beta). This template also
implicitly corresponds to even more coarsely defined templates, as e.g. MMT(BIM,
Tender, LOD 1, beta). In addition we can use the information about the included application models to determined potentially compassable multi-model Templates
(without linkmodel). In this manner, the object space of the product model templates
can be expanded with a "implicit hull". A subsequent filter uses the permissions identified in Step 1 as well as actor competences and capacity and collect readable and
writable product model templates.
(3) Identifying usable processes: A similar procedure is applied in the evaluation of
process templates. A Reasoner generates a transitive hull by the recombination of
explicit processes from the process ontology. New implicit (in this case transitive)
processes can occur, which have the same input model like the first process and the
same output model as the last process. The enlarged object space is reduced again by
a filter using the previously determined readable (input) and writable (output) models.
If we connect in a last step, the process templates with the available input model
instances, we obtain (for the current project context) all processes which can be used
and all product models, which can be created. Thereby, if implicit models are potential input models for process templates, they may also increase the number of executable processes. Therefore, iterations are worthwhile.
As result a rich actor-context model is created with added further elements by the
use of Ontologies. In a similar manner, the context models for the consideration of
processes (collect usable actors and product models) and product models (shows
authorized actors and executable processes) can be determined.
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4

Results, Pilot and Outlook

By the use of the context model it is possible to identify similarities as well as transitivity’s to determine on the basis of explicitly specified processes further implicit
processes and suitable implicit models in the form of an “implicit envelope”. It turns
out that with the use of additional context information it is possible, to improve the
selection of proportionate templates either qualitatively (by selection) and quantitatively (by the generation of the implicit envelope). So a context-dependent prediction
is possible, whether a specified process can be started or a special model is available
(or can be generated) in a current situation of the project. As a result, we obtain an
Approach for generating rich context models, which allows the use of structural similarities and dependencies of product models within processes. Using semantically
described task and model templates on the one side and a rich context model describing the project context on the other side should ensure that all partners receive a situation-specific selection of process and model templates which are necessary for their
task and reflect the project situation at the current moment.
The use of the presented approach is being evaluated in the German BMBF research project Mefisto aims at overcoming client-contractor interoperability problems
in construction processes based on partnership [25]. The overall architecture of the
Mefisto collaboration platform is a hybrid SOA-based system on a Microsoft Azure
cloud environment [26] with various platform services providing for the integration of
local legacy applications, such as 3D CAD, scheduling, quantity take-off, ERP and
PPM systems. So each project partner continues use its own familiar tools and environment meanwhile the communication with other partners is achieved by means of
harmonised Multi-Model Containers, created and guided in process-centric manner by
means of the project collaboration ontology. The use of the in Chapter 2 presented
ontologies (jena framework) and Reasoner (jess Reasoner) are here encapsulated as
methods of platform services for horizontal and vertical information integration. In a
pilot scenario for bidding processes as described in [25] MMTs for tenders and offers
are exchanged and evaluated with potential suppliers. Due to the shortness of the
paper, most of the addressed themes could only be briefly highlighted. Details can be
found the technical reports of the Mefisto project.
Several Approaches for collaborative Networks exist, especially for virtual
enterprises, professional virtual communities or collaborative virtual laboratories [2].
Plisson present in [27] an Ontology for virtual organisation breeding environments
(VBE) focused on organisational structures. He uses actor and role concept without a
context-and domain-specific relation.
The focus of this paper is not the invention of a new organizational model, but
rather the integration of contextual and model-structure information in a collaboration
structure. In the presented approach, only a reduced set of entity attributes was considered. By using data mining techniques it is possible to consider complex dynamic
attribute sets. Also, we have only used the entity ontologies to determine the context
model. Here the consideration of further (Project and World) factors is necessary.
This approach can also be used for optimization purposes, for example, to define
model templates that satisfy reasonable process orchestration, or to create Roles
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which have accurately privileges identified in the transitive processes - so that as few
as possible Roles are needed. In this paper, we focus on information-transforming
processes in a project planning phase, but the approach can be adapted for use in subsequent phases - including material transforming processes.
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